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222 LOW STRENGTH FOR SMALL 
FASTENERS
Recommended for low-strength 
threadlocking of adjusting screws, 
countersunk head screws and set screws.

2828140 10ml $14.41
2828150 50ml $44.59

243 THREADLOCKER OIL RESISTANT/
MEDIUM STRENGTH
A general purpose, medium strength
threadlocker with improved oil tolerance. 
For fasteners between 6 to 20mm 
diameters.

2828170 10ml $14.33
2828180 50ml $44.51

263 THREADLOCKER MEDIUM TO HIGH 
STRENGTH
A permanent threadlocker for fasteners up to
20mm diameter. High lubrication for easy assembly. 
Excellent for preventing rust and corrosion in 
extreme chemical/environmental conditions.

2828210 10ml $14.30
2828220 50ml $45.14

30% 
OFF ALL 
SOMTA STRAIGHT & TAPER 
SHANK COUNTERBORES 
– 3MM THRU 20MM

 30%
  

ALL POWER SAW 
BI-METAL BLADES

Sizes from 300mm – 700mm
 in various TPI’s

OFF
BORING HEADS
5240100  BHC2-50mm $110.92
5240110  BHC3-75mm $120.10

 

Made from high-speed tool steel. 
These robust tools can be centred, 
drill in and out and de-burr in one
motion.  The deep-cut grooves of 
the stepped bit offer a clean drive 
and great cutting performance.

RUKO STEP DRILLS

4-20mm x 2mm

2429220

$58.12

4-30mm x 2mm

2429250

$94.35

6-38mm x 2mm

2429260

$146.62

HINDIN INDUSTRIAL FANS

SKID MOUNTED FAN
W0000502  SPX500 500mm 3 speed 150W  
 

WALL MOUNTED FAN
W0000118  SPX750W 750mm 3 speed,  200W Input 
 230W / output 200W rotating head.
PEDESTAL FAN
W0000117  SPX750 750mm 3 speed, Input 230W /      
 output 200W on cast iron base  

 

DRILL SLEEVES 30 %
 OFF   Was    Now

1220310  1-2MT $27.83    $19.48
1220320  1-3MT $31.97   $22.38
1220330  1-4MT $46.37  $32.46
1220350  2-3MT $32.68  $22.88
1220360  2-4MT $39.72  $27.80
1220370  2-5MT $61.49  $43.04
1220380  3-4MT $40.52  $28.36
1220390  3-5MT $64.55  $45.18
1220410  4-5MT $64.92  $45.44
1220420  4-6MT $138.64  $97.05
1220430  5-6MT $147.07 $102.95

FEELIN
G

THE

HEAT

NAREX LIVE CENTRES

Industrial quality live centres offering the best value on offer 
– suited to all general workshop applications.

6805140 1MT LIVE LATHE CENTRE  $68.24 
6805150 2MT LIVE LATHE CENTRE $104.85 
6805160 3MT LIVE LATHE CENTRE $130.92
6805170 4MT LIVE LATHE CENTRE $164.86
6805180 5MT LIVE LATHE CENTRE $228.13

30% OFF 

NORMAL PRICING

LIMITED OFFER

  Was Now
2842150    1 Gallon $135.39     $99.00
2842140  1 Pint   $22.59 $16.50
2842160    Paste  $27.36  $19.95
2842130    4oz $7.26   $5.30

RAPID TAP
CUTTING FLUID

Greatly extended tool 
life. Super-fine machined 
finish in operation after 
operation. Anti-mist 
protection for a healthier 
work environment. Excels 
in tough materials. 
Contains no 1,1,1- 
trichloroethane or 
other ozone-depleting 
chemicals.

• TETRABOR® is used in mechanical 
engineering and all areas where cost-
effective lapping and fine grinding are 
required.

• From plastics (e.g. Teflon), nonferrous 
metals, steels, through titanium to 
hard metals, TETRABOR® pastes are 
ideal for machining all materials. 

• Applications for TETRABOR® include 
the machining of drawing dies, molds 
and dies of all kinds, wire guides, 
valves, valve seats, cylinder bushes, 
cylinder faces, injection pumps, 
hardened bearing surfaces, gauges, 
cutting and blanking tools, reamers, 
mill cutters, optical lenses, natural 
and synthetic gemstones and all 
ceramics.

• Grits 100 – 1200 available in 75ml 
Tubes

all grits in
stock now!

STANDARD,
EXTRA LENGTH,

RADIUS, BELL TYPE,
TIN COATED, 

CARBIDE -
ALL AVAILABLE

EX STOCK !! 

• Small Increments
• Straight & Taper Shank
• Metric/Imperial

$169.00

$199.00

$249.00

NORMAL PRICING

TOPTUL IMPERIAL REVERSIBLE 
RATCHETING SPANNER SET

$179.00
3800698

A FULL RANGE 
OF LONG 
& EXTRA 
LONG DRILLS

SOMTA CENTRE DRILL
Combo contains:
3x BSI - 3.18mm - 1.10mm
3x BS2 - 4.76mm - 1.59mm
3x BS3 - 6.35mm - 2.38mm
2x BS4 - 7.94mm - 3.18mm
1x BS5 - 11.11mm - 4.76mm

"WE'VE GOT THEM COVERED"

W0000105 

INCLUDES SIZES:
5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”

Early last year I wrote about the many positive changes that 
Trade Tools would be rolling out during 2016. These changes  
have now been made in areas such as e-commerce, product 
range and people talent and have resulted in increased levels 
of customer satisfaction. We thank you for your growing trust 
in us to deliver quality product and advice into your business.

Our aim continues to be the cutting tool, abrasive, coolant 
and measuring supplier of choice in NZ, where our people 
offer expert advice around  product selection that ultimately 
delivers process performance and cost improvement. The 
healthy growth we have seen in these key product categories 
over the last 12 months shows we are on the right track and 
we will continue to improve and offer further value to our 
customers.

Recently, Ian Wallis, who is widely regarded as one of NZ’s 
top carbide specialists joined us in a Technical and Business 
development role. The appointment of Ian also provides 
access to the Pramet mid-tier carbide brand, this has been 
eagerly anticipated by our staff and customers, especially 
given the market shift over the last few years towards good 

quality but lower priced carbide inserts. Ian 
has been working with all our internal and 
external sales staff to ensure a seamless and 
successful introduction of this product.

Julius Sargent joined us in August as the GM 
of Sales . His expertise lies in driving sales 
teams to deliver excellence to customers, 
this is especially important as the Trade 
Tools sales team transitions from a 
transactional style (what do you need 
today) to a solutions (we think we have 
something that will help you) style. For many of 
our customers the freight free on-line purchase option 
is a key driver in this change, not only as it saves customers’ 
time and money but ensures the TTL sales team can focus 
on delivering product solutions during their visits,  this is a 
win/win outcome.

The Team at TTL wish you a successful 2017, we will 
certainly do all we can to assist you throughout the year.

A Commitment To Continuous Improvement

Simon McLeay 
CEO Trade Tools

All prices exclude GST
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ROSCAMAT TAPPING ARMS
• Heavy duty cast aluminium construction.
• Utilises tap adaptors for quick change options available.
• Vertical tapping.
• Vertical & horizontal tapping (VH).
• Single speed, variable or multi speed models.
• Automatic tool lubrication.
 
Model Reach/Height Capacity RPM opt Power 
200 940 x 660mm M14 350/750 Air 
400 1100 x 685mm M22 90-2100 Air 
Mosquito 760 x 510mm M14 300/600 240V 

Made in Spain 

SECO TH1000 
A Grade of Insert for turning Hardened Steel! 
Can cope with hard facing, Clutch discs,
Gears, Hubs, Rock drills, Tool parts, Bearings,
Shafts, Wear parts, Nozzles, Rolls...The list goes on
 
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZE & GEOMETRYS: 

4052710 CNMG120408-MF5 TH1000 INSERT $16.65

4052800 CNMG120412-MF5 TH1000 INSERT $16.65

4128960 WNMG080404-MF1 TH1000 INSERT  $18.28

4129480 WNMG080412-MF5 TH1000 INSERT $18.28

4050320 CCMT060204-F1 TH1000 INSERT $11.43

4050640 CCMT09T304-F1 TH1000 INSERT $13.30

4050960 CCMT09T308-F1 TH1000 INSERT  $13.30

4051780 CNMG120404-MF1 TH1000 INSERT $16.65

4096700 TNMG160404-MF5 TH1000 INSERT $14.62

4097280 TNMG160408-MF5 TH1000 INSERT $14.62

4097560 TNMG160412-MF2 TH1000 INSERT  $14.60

4128490 WNMG060408-MF2 TH1000 INSERT $15.00

4129230 WNMG080408-MF5 TH1000 INSERT $18.28
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TH1000

A GRADE FOR TURNING OF HARDENED STEELS 

AND HARD SURFACED COMPONENTS

GRADES

TURNINGCONTACT & INFORMATION

SECO MACHINING NAVIGATOR:

Update catalogue 2010

ONLINE INFORMATION:

Complete TH1000 information:

http://www.secotools.com/th1000

Seco Tools international website:

http://www.secotools.com

HYDRAULIC PISTON

Objective Productivity gain and chip control

Material
20MnV6, bar with chromium plating. 
50-55HRC

Reference 
ceramic CNGA 
120408T01020

TH1000 
CNMG120408-

MF5

Cutting data

vc 110 m/min 115 m/min

f 0,1 mm/rev 0,3 mm/rev
ap 2,0 mm 2,0 mm

Coolant No, Dry machining

Result

Tool life:
Ceramic: 80 components
TH1000: 75 components

Productivity:
68% reduction of machining time, improved 
chip control

APPLICATION CASES

CLUTCH DISC

Objective

Reduce tool cost, improve productivity and also  
improve chip evacuation
Go from 2-cut method with CBN + Carbide to 1 
cut method with TH1000

Material  Case hardened steel

2-cut method (Reference) 1-cut method

CBN
 Carbide 

K15-grade
 TH1000

Cutting data

vc 120 m/min 170 m/min 70 m/min

f 0.15 mm/rev 0.17 mm/rev 0.13 mm/rev
ap 0.3 mm 1.7 mm 2.0 mm

Coolant No, dry machining

Result

Tool life
CBN: 80-100 parts/edge  Poor chip evacuation 
causes machine stops
Carbide K15-grade: 50 parts/edge

TH1000: 50 parts/edge, 
Excellent chip control, 
no machine stops
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SECO PARTING 

Purchase any 10pce pack 
of SECO parting inserts 
during Feb/Mar at your 
normal discount rate and 
receive a corresponding 
HSS blade at ½ price!!

CONTACT TRADE TOOLS FOR MORE DETAILS 

0800 4 TOOLS  SALES@TRADETOOLS.CO.NZ

SUTTON HAND TAP SETS 
Set of 3, includes: Taper, Intermediate & Bottom
6570210 Sutton M3 hand tap set    $34.55
6570260 Sutton M4 hand tap set    $29.95 
6570320 Sutton M5 hand tap set    $33.38 
6570380 Sutton M6 hand tap set    $34.55 
6570440 Sutton M8 hand taps set   $36.15
6570530 Sutton M10 hand tap set   $49.22
6570610 Sutton M12 hand tap set   $72.88

THE BEST THING ABOUT THE AUSSIES 
(AFTER THE GOLD COAST….)

CALL OR EMAIL OUR 
SALES TEAM TODAY FOR 
DETAIL ON THE FULL RANGE 
OR APPLICATIONS
 

CLAMPING KIT (T SLOTS)

M12 Stud
15.7mm T

7000140

$139.00

SHOWA TOOL SUPER DRILL
UP TO 15 X DIAMETER!
• Single pass, precision boring of 50mm-270mm diameters.
• No centre drilling or pilot hole required.   
• Super drills built-in centre drill acts as an axis for precision drilling.
• Combination of roughing and finishing blades form small chips, 
     providing efficient chip removal.
• No pecking or dwelling required, even for deep holes.
• Able to drill even in hard metals.
• Reusable blades and centre drill.
• High reliability and proven performance.
• Can be used as rotating or stationary drill.

TALK TO
US TODAY

MINI DRILL DRIVER 
DB3DL2

Versatile 2 speed gearbox and 
21-stage adjustable clutch, dual 
position handle converts from 
straight to pistol grip, Convenient 
rocker switch for forward/reverse, 
Spindle lock for manual screw 
driving, 1/4” hex drive, Equipped 
with battery protection circuit, 
LED light to illuminate work area, 
Supplied with 2x 1.5Ah Li-ion 
batteries and smart charger, 
High Oscillation Speed for faster 
cutting, but unique new design, 
produces low vibration back to 
the operator.

2-stage switch for 
temperature output and 
airflow control, Cold air 
shot for fast cooling. 
Overheating protection. 
Hook for hanging 
or stationary use. 
Ergonomic design with 
soft grip for comfortable 
extended use.

DUAL TEMP 
HEAT GUN 
RH600T

$106.25
3327400

STANDARD WITH 5 
PIECE ACCESSORY 

PACK

840W motor with high overload 
durability, Strong alloy geabox, 
Spindle lock, Ergonomically 
angled side handle, supplied 
with carry case.

ANGLE GRINDERS

$123.75

G12SN 115mm 
 3326170 
G13SN 125mm 
 3326265

$169.00
3325660

$259.00
3325590

13mm HEAVY DUTY DRILL 
D13VL(GB)
Powerful 860W motor.
Highly durable AHB (Alloy Housing Body).
Forward/Reverse carbon brush rotation system.
Safety slip clutch to reduce reaction force of 
sudden excessive load.
Variable speed with 2-speed gearbox.
Soft grip handle and double-molded side handle.
Heavy duty steel cased 13mm keyed chuck.

FLOOR STANDING 
DRILL PRESS 
B16RM (380mm)

$849.00
W0000612

Standing 1600mm high, this 
heavy duty 1hp drill offers 12 
speed versatility and durable, 
accurate components. 
• 16mm JT3 chuck
• Spindle travel 85mm
• Powerful 750W motor
• Patented X-Y axis laser lines – for 

accurate pre-alignment of 
drilling location.

• Depth adjustment gauge allows 
accurate drilling of 
repetitive depth holes.

• Durable cast iron table 
(336 x 336mm) – surface 
tilts 45(degrees) right or left 
and rotates out of the way 
when drill press base is used as 
a work surface.

• 12 Speeds (210-2580RPM) – 
quick reference chart and 
quick belt tension release knob 
for fast speed changes.

DRILL SHARPENERS  
High quality, industrial grade, bench top grinder (240V) for 
sharpening all those Jobber drills that would normally either
be thrown out or sharpened incorrectly. Brings drills 
back to factory standard.
• Replacement CBN grinding wheels available
• Split pointing
• Adjustable point angle

HOME WORKSHOP DRILL SHARPENER  

W0000614

$98.00
GS-21 
8-22mm
was  $2123,  Now

2020130

$1495

GS-20
2-20mm
was  $2030, Now

2020133

$1420
was  $1177,  Now

2020110

$882.75

GS-1
2-13mm

All prices exclude GST
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MISTING/MQL
2831142 Cimlube 703H   20L 
WAS $233.00      NOW  $174.75

COMPRESSOR OIL 
2841170   2L
WAS $50.61      NOW  $37.96

`

CLEANERS/INHIBITORS  WAS NOW
2831210 Cimclean 30 5L $43.84 $32.88
2831220 Cimclean 30 20L     $136.53 $102.40
2830290 Cimguard R562 20L $186.45 $139.84

ABSOLUTE DIGIMATIC MEASUREMENT
Absolutely safe, absolutely ingenious: The ABSOLUTE 
system. All Mitutoyo measuring instruments with this logo 
incorporate the ingenious ABSOLUTE measurement system. 
An ABSOLUTE scale only needs to have the origin position 
set once, which then holds for all future measurements, no 
matter how often the instrument is switched off. Incremental 
measurements can be made at any time without losing the 
origin setting. 
· Waterproof digital calipers suitable for use in the presence of 
coolant or cutting oil. 
· Hardened stainless steel construction and equipped with 
standard outside and inside jaws. 
· ABSOLUTE System scale for error free, high-speed 
measurement. 
· Automatic power-on/off.

0-150mm 
COOLANT

PROOF
CALIPER  

500-752-10 

$299 
4825260 

0-300mm 
COOLANT

PROOF
CALIPER 

500-764-10 

$675 
4825600

0-200mm 
COOLANT

PROOF
CALIPER  

500-753-10

$359 
4825480

COMBINATION SET 
• 4 piece set, includes: centre head, protractor head, 

square head: For 90 & 45° square, 
blade: 300mm/12”

• Cast iron construction and finished ground.
• Satin Chrome Rule: 12”/300mm rule.
• Foam lined plastic case.

2278-180
 

$111.04
4920280

EXTERNAL MICROMETER
INSIZE metric micrometers represent exceptional value. 
Special care has been taken in design and workmanship 
to ensure high precision and long life. INSIZE metric 
micrometers meet industry standards for specification 
and accuracy. Supplied in foam lined plastic carry case. 

3203-25A
 

$30.75
4912280

ENGINEERS SQUARES
Made of carbon steel, 
base is not hardened.

150mm/6"
4707-150

$26.00
4921040

4707-200

$29.00
4921050

0 - 360 degrees x 0.1 
degree, Buttons: ON/
OFF, ZERO, With clamping 
screw to lock the blades, 
Graduation of blade: 1mm 
and 1/32", CR2032 battery, 
Automatic power off.  

DIGITAL  PROTRACTOR

was $61.95
2176-200  

$42.95
4827140

COATED ABRASIVES

PROLINE SPBR HANDI ROLLS
40mm x 50 metres

30% OFF 
ALL ROLLS

TOPLINE 
FLAP WHEELS
The uniform arrangement of the 
flaps guarantees a constant wear.
The high flexibility, above all with 
the slotted designs, permits a good 
adaption to the material standards. 
What’s more, the ventilation for 
the individual flaps ensures cool 
grinding.

AVAILABLE  IN
30,40,50,80mm

& 40,60,80 & 120 
GRIT

FIBRE DISCS  
ALUMINIUM OXIDE, CERAMIC & ZIRCONIA

Fibre discs are used together with RHST & RH 
TURBO flexible backing pads on angle grinders.  

They are suitable for universal 
use from coarse to fine 
grinding.  Zirconium & 

ceramic fibre discs 
achieve their best 
performance on 
powerful angle 

grinders with higher 
contact pressure.

ALUMINIUM 
OXIDE, 

CLOSED COATED 
J-FLEX 
CLOTH

TOPLINE TURBO
BACKING PAD 

Driver pad reducing 
grinding heat 
& enhancing 

aggressive working.
115 x 125mm

FLAP DISCS  
ZIRCONIA & ALUMINIUM OXIDE

Flap discs coated with a belt for aggressive 
stock removal or nylon abrasive discs for 
an optimum surface finish and available 

in 40, 60, 80 & 120 Grit.

PROLINE 
BACKING PAD 
Proline Flexible 

driver pad.
100mm
115mm
125mm
180mm

ALUMINIUM OXIDE
Suitable on material:
• High tensile/high alloyed steels
• Structural steels
• Tool steels
• Hardened steels
• High tensile metal sheets

ZIRCONIA
Suitable on material:
• Rust & acid-proofed steels
• High tensile/high alloyed steels
• Tool steels
• Hardened steels
• Aluminium

200mm/8"

was $1227.45
1106-1002  

$749.00
4825720

• 150mm Jaw Depth
• Resolution: 0.01mm/0.0005”
• Button function: on/off, zero, 

mm/inch, ABS, data preset
• Absolute and incremental 

measurement
• Battery CR2032 Data output
• Made of stainless steel
• Optional accessory: SPC cable
• Overall length 1220mm

DIGITAL CALIPER 1000mm/40”

OTHER OILS   WAS NOW
2830310 Cimspin 10 20L     $132.83 $99.62
2831300 Cimglide 68 20L $163.80 $122.85
2831315 Cimglide 220 20L $226.60 $169.95 
2831390 Relsaw (Bandsaw Fluid) 1Gal $76.76 $57.57 
2831400 Relsaw (Bandsaw Fluid) 5Gal $228.30 $171.22

NEAT OILS   WAS NOW
2830780 Milpro 320 20L     $150.27 $112.70
2830740 Milpro LA816L 20L $165.28 $123.96

HYDRAULIC OILS  WAS NOW
2830380 Cimdraulic 32 20L     $149.15 $99.62
2830480 Cimdraulic 46 20L $153.56 $115.17
2830580 Cimdraulic 68 20L $157.25 $117.94 
2830680 Cimdraulic 150 20L $171.70 $128.77

SOLUBLE OILS
Synthetic    WAS NOW
2830980 Cimtec C205 20L     $187.26 $140.44
2831040 Cimtec 46C 20L $330.00 $247.50
2831148 Cimtec 310 20L $296.44 $222.33

Semi- Synthetic
2830880 Cimstar  585 20L     $318.54 $235.00

Minerals
2831110 Cimperial 1070 20L     $332.18 $249.00

START THE YEAR OFF
CLEAN & FRESH!!

CIMCOOL CIMFLO MIX REGULATOR
Fits 205L Drums  2831330    $535.00 

SPEND $650
OR MORE ON ANY OILS

IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT
& SCORE A

WATERBLASTER
VALUED AT
$150.00

FREE!

ZEOLITE
MINERAL

SPONGE 15kg
2874680

WAS $26.10
NOW  $19.57

2850290
$93.88 

2850520
$46.95 

2850370
$118.41 

2850220
$132.93 

REFRACTOMETER
2831350
WAS $142.00 
NOW  $106.50

All prices exclude GST
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Mixing manually is an option, but is prone to errors.  Two common 
errors that occur which result in improper mix concentration are:
1. Inaccurate estimate of machine tank volume (gallons) causing 

the wrong volume of fluid concentrate to be added to the water.
2. Incorrect order of addition - adding water to concentrate may 

form an inverted emulsion (mix), affecting many metalworking 
fluid performance properties.

If mixing manually is the only option, it is imperative that the fluid 
concentrate is added to the water and not the reverse.
When adding ‘soluble oil’ concentrate to water, the emulsifiers 
suspend the oil particles in the water & will form the stable 
emulsion desired.  If the water is added to the concentrate, the 
emulsifiers ‘release’ part of the concentrate to ‘grab’ for the 
water.  This forms an ‘inverted emulsion’, causing parts of the fluid 
such as the lubricant package, biocide package or rust inhibitor 
package to be lost.  The mix stability, concentration & the dye may 
also be affected by inverting the emulsion.  The concentration of 
the fluid will be less, leaving the fluid a lighter colour than would 
be expected with a properly mixed fluid.
When mixing fluids manually, in a premix tank or a machine 
reservoir, fill the tank half-full with water.  Next add the 
concentrate directly to the water.  Then add the remainder of 
the water to create agitation & allow the fluid to mix thoroughly.  
Turning on the machine tool coolant pump & circulating the fluid 
will help to create a uniformly mixed product.  Once the product 
is uniformly mixed, the concentration should be tested using a 
refractometer.  The fluid sample used to check concentration 
is typically taken at the machine tool fluid delivery.  It is also 
important to remember that each product will have its own 
refractometer ‘multiplier’ or ‘factor’.  The factor will be needed to 
calculate the metalworking fluid mix concentration when using a 
refractometer.  Refer to the Product Information Flyer (PIF) for the 
refractometer factor.

IMPORTANT DO’S & DON’TS OF MIXING
DO: 
• Use a proportioning device to mix and dispense fluid whenever 

possible.
• Always add concentrate to water when manually mixing.
• Increase fluid concentration by adding concentrate directly to 

the reservoir in a place that provides good mixing.
• Mix fluid thoroughly before measuring concentration
• Measure the fluid concentration with a refractometer.
DO NOT:
• Add water to the concentrate.
• Mix an “unknown” concentrate into the fluid reservoir.
• Maintain concentration by ‘sight’ or ‘feel’.
• Use water that is colder than 50°F. (Many emulsions are 

unstable at low temperatures)
• Pour concentrate in the work area of a machine tool, and then 

turn on the fluid nozzles to mix the concentrate.

MAINTAINING CONCENTRATION & FLUID VOLUME
Metalworking fluid is ‘consumed’ each day as a result of 
evaporation, carry-off with parts & chips, reaction with hard water 
& splashing.  It is important to recognise that metalworking fluids 

contain ingredients that perform certain functions.  These ingredients 
may be:

• BIOCIDES to combat bacteria & mould growth which cause 
rancidity.

• RUST INHIBITORS to prevent rust on the machine tool, machined 
part & the chips/swarf in the machine tank.

• LUBRICANTS to improve tool life & finish or increase productivity 
• ANTIFOAM AGENTS to keep foam from being a problem. 

The product ingredients are ‘consumed’ by doing their job & therefore 
need to be replenished through daily makeup.  This is called ‘selective 
depletion’.  Selective depletion can be counteracted through the 
process of adding daily makeup to the fluid mix.
The following operations are examples of ‘selective depletion’: 

• CAST IRON - depletes ferrous corrosion inhibitor quickly.
• ALUMINIUM - depletes the lubricant package but typically won’t 

affect the rust inhibitor.
• DIRTY/OILY RESERVOIR - depletes the biocide.
• HIGH PRESSURE/HIGH SPEED OPERATION - depletes the anti-

foam ingredients.
• HARD WATER - depletes emulsifiers that hold the product together. 

The proper procedure for replenishing fluid volume & maintaining 
the correct fluid concentration is to add a fluid premix back to the 
reservoir daily.  This mix is made at a lower dilution than the fluid mix 
used to initially charge the central system or machine reservoir.  Do 
not add water alone.  General recommendations for ‘makeup mix’ 
(target 5%) concentration. 

SOLUBLE OILS - daily makeup should be 3-4%.
SEMI-SYNTHETICS - daily makeup should be at 2-3%.
SYNTHETICS - daily makeup should be a 1-2%.

NOTE:  The values above are only guidelines & the actual makeup 
concentration required my vary depending on the operation, part 
configuration, type of fluid, water quality, environmental conditions, 
filtration system, etc.  Even with proper makeup, as fluid ages, there 
may be an additive required (such as biocide) to extend fluid life & 
maintain performance.

WHAT IF METALWORKING FLUID CONCENTRATION IS TOO RICH?
If fluid concentration is higher than the recommended level, 
the concentration must be leaned out.  Problems develop with 
high concentrations just as they do when running a fluid too 
low.  Attempting to fix the problem by adding only water is not 
recommended.  Only adding water may result in key ingredients 
becoming too lean, potentially creating the issue such as corrosion, 
bacterial growth, poor tool life, broken emulsions, etc.  The best way to 
address high fluid concentration is to empty part of the fluid tank into 
a drum or other holding area & then replace this volume removed with 
a leaner premix.  This will reduce the concentration, but still provide 
the needed performance properties of the fluid.

SUMMARY
Remember that by maintaining the recommended concentration 
range for your metalworking fluid, you will improve the overall 
performance of the operation, improve productivity, extend fluid life, 
reduce disposal costs & improve overall operator satisfaction.  It is 
important to start by mixing the fluid properly as recommended.  
Routine concentration checks, along with proper makeup are 
essential to good fluid management.

STILL HAVING PROBLEMS?  CONTACT US FOR ASSISTANCE.

Waterbased metalworking fluids must be properly mixed & 
maintained in the proper concentration range to maximise 
performance.  When fluid concentrate & water are mixed to 
charge the machine’s fluid reservoir, the fluid concentration 
must be tested to insure that the starting concentration 
is correct.  The concentration can be measured with a 
refractometer.  Concentration can be expressed as a 
percentage or as a ratio of the amount of metalworking fluid 
concentrate to the total volume of mix.
A ‘charge’ mix ratio is the concentration used to initially fill 
an empty sump.  The ‘makeup’ mix ratio is the concentration 
used to replace fluid losses due to evaporation and carry-off 
& is typically a lower concentration than the charge ratio.

TYPES OF WATERBASED METALWORKING FLUIDS
There are three types of water dilutable (miscible) 
metalworking fluids.  They are soluble oil, semi-synthetic & 
synthetic fluids.
SOLUBLE OIL fluid is a combination of oil, emulsifiers 
and other performance additives that are supplied as a 
concentrate to the end user.  Soluble oil concentrates 
generally contains 60% to 90% oil.  They are diluted with 
water, typically at a ratio of one art concentrate to 20 parts 
water or 5%.  When mixed with water they have an opaque, 
milky appearance.  They generally are considered as general 
purpose fluids, since they often have the capability to be 
used with both ferrous & nonferrous materials in a variety of 
applications.
SEMI-SYNTHETIC fluids have a much lower oil content than 
soluble oils.  The concentrate typically contains 2% to 30% 
oil.  When mixed with water, characteristically at 5%, the 
blend will appear opaque to translucent.  These fluids usually 
have lubricity sufficient for applications in the moderate to 
heavy-duty range (i.e. centreless & creep feed grinding or 
turning & drilling).  Their wetting and cooling properties are 
better than soluble oils, which allow for faster speeds and 
feed rates.
SYNTHETIC fluids contain no mineral oil.  Most synthetic 
fluids have a transparent appearance when mixed with 
water.  There are some synthetic fluids that are categorised 
as synthetic emulsions, which contain no mineral oil but 
appear as an opaque, milky emulsion when mixed with water.  
Synthetic fluids have the capability to work in applications 
ranging from light (i.e. double disk grinding, surface grinding 
or milling) to heavy-duty (i.e. creep feed, threading & drilling) 
while the synthetic emulsions can perform very heavy duty 
operations.  Synthetic fluids generally are low foaming, clean 
& have good cooling properties allowing for high speeds & 
feeds, high production rates & good size control. 

HOW TO MIX METALWORKING FLUIDS
When mixing metalworking fluids, we recommend that a 
proportioner be used to insure that a stable mix is formed 
at the correct concentration.  Mix Master®II Proportioner is 
drum mounted & supplies 13-18 litres per minute of premix 
fluid for individual machine tanks.

   
DISCLAIMER: We are a fair minded company and try to exceed the requirements of fair trading legislation in NZ. All Prices exclude GST and are current at the time of publication. 
Stocks however may not always be available, but we can generally offer a substitute if you contact us to discuss. Errors and omissions can happen too; the images printed are 
sometimes generic (and may in the odd case be completely incorrect). Once again if it looks wrong or too good to be true, contact us so we can set the record straight!

WATERBASED METALWORKING FLUIDS 
PROPER MIXING PRACTICES

And we’d love to introduce you to the newest member -
Pramet offer a consistently high quality & very competively
priced range of indexable carbide tooling.  Manufactured in
Europe, Pramet will be permanently discounted & freight free
when purchased online at www.tradetools.co.nz/search/Pramet 


